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Arthur is ranked in 2022 as the
World’s #1 thought leader in
Organizational Culture and #12
in Leadership. He is the Creator
of the “Global Mentor Exchange,
Wisdom City” Learning
Metaverse, and the founder of
the accredited Directive
Communication Psychology. 
He is the bestselling author of 13
books including Amazon #1
Seller “GAME ON – Reinventing
Organizational Culture with
Gamification”,



Arthur's Internationally Accredited 
 Certifications and Tools for High Performance

Arthur is ranked as the world’s #1 most influential thought leader in
organizational culture for 2021-22 by Global Gurus. As a bestselling
author and founder of the Directive Communication Psychology,
Arthur’s methodologies have influenced the training, coaching, and
leadership development industry through his unique game-based
psychological approaches and tools to individual and corporate
culture transformation. 

As author of 13 books including Amazon #1 New Release “Game On -
Reinventing Organizational Culture with Gamification”, and
bestsellers like "The 6 Dimensions of Top Achievers", “The Colored
Brain Communication Field Manual”, "Identity Intelligence",
"Architects of Extraordinary Team Culture" and “The Psychology of
Selecting the RIGHT Employee”, his innovative instruments, tools,
assessments, and games, (including a game that helps organizations
gamify work processes) have a visible ROI on effective behavior
modification, engagement, and productivity. 

His research on the genetic foundations of the brain’s Ambiguity
Relief clarity getting processes have been the inspiration of the
Colored Brain model used across multinationals in 57 countries. With
over 600 licensed Directive Communication (DC) Psychology
leadership and culture coaches and trainers in 28 countries.

FOUNDER OF THE DIRECTIVE COMMUNICATION
PSYCHOLOGY - THE SCIENCE OF GROUP DYNAMICS



Arthur is founder and creator of the AI assisted Web3 Metaverse marketplace
snd implementation platfom for coaches, trainers, and consultants. 

It is designed to support Modern Organizational transformation by making it
easy for HR professionals and Leaders to FIND Solutions from training, coaching,
and consulting providers to solve people and performance problems. We
Combine an interactive AI driven marketplace with real world collaboration in a
Web3 Metaverse designed to Build Community, motivate, and enhance Real
World IMPLEMENTATION with Immersive Learning and Discovery.

New innovations include: Learning Tokenization and AI-enhanced solution
discovery with colaborative provider processes. www.globalmentor.exchange

FOUNDER OF THE GLOBAL MENTOR EXCHANGE
AND THE WISDOM CITY METAVERSE



Globally recognized for his Innovative, result-based strategies 
in Work Gamification and Organizational Culture Transformation. Arthur’s
strides in organizational culture development were exponentially magnified by
his Pandemic initiatives in helping hundreds of organizations understand and
redefine their culture in the new normal for free. His accredited “Certified
Organizational Culture Consultant” program supported individuals to gain the
expertise of his Culture Revolution model and each of these new consultants
interned through helping these companies in need providing value upon value
and improving the hope and mental health of thousands of employees in the
process.

Arthur’s research in work gamification and the publishing of his new book,
Game On – Reinventing Organizational Culture with Gamification have shown
new practical ideas and even included Pandemic Ready strategies to use
psychology to redefine pandemic opportunities in employees empowering
them to manifest extraordinary cultures and hope

WORLD'S #1 THOUGHT LEADER IN 
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND #10 IN LEADERSHIP 

https://cultureevolution.com/become-a-certified-organizational-culture-consultant-within-2-months/
https://directivecommunication.net/the-ultimate-guide-to-work-gamification/
https://www.amazon.com/Game-Reinventing-Organizational-Culture-Gamification/dp/B08JL4FY8T


Engaging, Funny, and full of Passionate Energy, Arthur's 
Keynotes, offline and on, are Edutainment that is infectious 
and Experiential. Applying psychology, story, and science-based content, Arthur
not only inspires your people to be more, but gives them the internal desire and
"Personalized" strategies that get them to take ACTION after the event. Using
proprietary DC Tools and Games, Arthur's Keynotes are interactive and focus on
elements of how individuals can Lead Organizational Cultures, Gamify
Performance and behaviors, and self-leadership to support your audience to be
their ultimate best. 

INTERNATIONAL AND VIRTUAL SPEAKER



Helping CEO's become Rockstars - 1 to 1 Partnership
Working 1 to 1 with company leaders to become High Profile
CEO Rockstars by supporting their creation of a hyper-
engaged high performing culture that makes your people
superstars.

How to become the Most Loved CEO and Evolve Your
Organization’s Culture 

DISCOVERY
Because this is a Partnership, we need to make sure you and I
are aligned. Our philosophies and our values should match.
Then I need to know all about your organization and the
vision you have for it.

DESIGN YOUR CEO BRAND
Who do you need to be publicly to not only build an
extraordinary culture that can achieve your vision, but earn
the respect of your entire organization and other industry
leaders? And still be authentic and congruent with your
values. 

MENTORSHIP AND COACHING
This is a journey of exceeding ANY Predecessor or Legacy
Founder to become a CEO ROCKSTAR, the journey of self, and
becoming the person who will harness the Real Potential of
your Team to Build an Organization that EVERONE DESIRES
TO BE A PART OF. 

ALWAYS ON ATTENTION
This is a “Do What it Takes Partnership”, there are no limits on
time or action. The objective is the focus and Attention is
always on its achievement. 

AS A MENTOR COACH TO SUPPORT CEOS 



Retreats and long-term partnerships with company
leadership teams to support their creation of a hyper-
engaged high performing culture that makes your people
superstars.

HOW TO ALIGN AND DEVELOP CULTURE 
FOCUSED SENIOR LEADERS

MEASURE
Interview each leader and do a Culture Evolution Discovery
to determine a Culture benchmark for Leadership
alignment and development

MENTOR
Support leaders to find their own Ideal leadership identity
that connects with each other and the culture they are
trying to build using data from the interviews and
Discovery

PLAN
Work with Leadership Team to connect with their people to
Develop an Easily IMPLEMENTABLE organizational Culture
plan with measurable and defined outcomes and
milestones.

SUPPORT
Support and mentor Leadership Team implementation of
the PLAN and ensure scheduled implementation. Measure
the culture against the benchmark to see progress

FOR SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
ALIGNMENT & DEVELOPMENT



Arthur’s Organizational Culture Change Initiative
“Organizational Culture Change Revolution” is an
Implementation initiative that provides clients with a
corporate culture change result. Using modern processes
that affect the emotional foundations of “Todays”
workforces to affect higher productivity and employee
engagement. 

This consulting process has been proven to deliver visible
ad sustainable culture change results in less than 80 days
in organizations like Nestle, Emirates, Farassan (Iran),
Technip, DELL… and more have experienced divisions or
entire organizations changing their organizational culture.

APPLICATIONS OF WORK GAMIFICATION 

Engagement and emotion are key factors in high-
performing and innovative organizational cultures.
Applications of "Work Gamification" not playing games but
the gamification of work itself, is a key factor 

PRACTICAL ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION AS A CONSULTANT



The CBCI (Communication and clarity process inventory)
The EDMA (Leadership Perception Gap Analysis)
The CCEE (Organizational culture benchmark, assessment, and
development tool)
Squadli (Gamified Performance Measurement and Management app)

Arthur has spearheaded group dynamics and performance research
that has led to neuroscience discoveries in the brain’s genetic
Ambiguity Relief process which determines one of the root causes of
why trust and respect dwindle in teams or organizations… the
emotional markers that can identify whether a team will succeed or
fail and the levels of performance each team member can achieve in a
specific “mix”… and the creation of the leadership identity process that
allows individuals to develop their own IDEAL leadership model within
the scope of the organizational culture they are in.
The practical and relevance-focused research has been applied to the
design of the internationally validated DC Assessment Suite to support
the development of leaders within their specific organizations and
culture. These include:

ARTHUR CARMAZZI AS A RESEARCHER



Avalon Castle is a magical place with rooms and living spaces carved
into the stone mountain. Avalon incorporates environment as a factor
in supporting a powerful creative energy and even attitude
improvement. Avalon is designed to support this greater people
connection and the mindset required to make positive changes in
achieving the best life… 
With construction harnessing the elements and terrain to support
harmony and creativity for an adventure waiting to happen.

ARTHUR AS AN ARCHITECT AND DESIGNER OF
THE AVALON RESORT AND LEMURIA  

Lemuria, The Lost City
A Bali Tourism Learning Adventure
Experience with a personal
evolution Metaverse game twin.
Arthur has traveled the world and
experienced first-hand observation
of different cultures and their
histories. This inspired him to
design and create “Avalon”, and
now the multi-historical ancient
architecture, and energy of
harmony and creativity.
www.lemuria.asia



Galileo Travel Futures was created during the pandemic
time when Arthur saw an opportunity through a Blockchain
platform that allows the average person to buy $TRVL
tokens which are used to purchase highly discounted
Travel Vouchers valid for 3 to 5 years, which we turn into
NFTs and resell at a profit.
With Galileo, you can buy NFT Travel which is valid until
2025, and use it, sell it or trade it AND be the owner of
$TRVL Token. 

AS TOURISM RETURNS, THE VALUE OF THE NFT VOUCHERS
INCREASES because tourism prices edge up to eventually
reach the standard price. In addition to Hotel Vouchers,
there are many other Tourism Related Vouchers that can be
acquired at up to 90% discounts such as Spa and
experience vouchers.
Many hotels and experiences join Galileo Travel Futures. 

ARTHUR CARMAZZI AS
BLOCKCHAIN INNOVATOR 

Funding the constrution of the LEMURIA - The Lost City Ecosystem inclusive of
the pysical location, Metaverse Gaming and merchandising www.lemuria.asia

LEMURIA, REAL ESTATE
SECURED TOKENS AND NFTS



ARTHUR'S ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE TOOLS AND
METHODOLOGIES HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED BY:



ARTHUR
BOOKS

Arthur’s 13 books incorporate simplicity,
story and adds a little fun into his books.
He is the Author of “Lessons from the
Monkey King – Leading Change to get
Gorilla Sized Results”, “Identity
Intelligence - The Force for Making the
Right Decision for Personal and
Professional Success”, “The Colored Brain
Communication Field Manual”, and co-
author of “The 6 Dimensions of Top
Achievers”, “The Psychology of Selecting
the Right Employee”, “The Meta Secret”
and "Game On - Reinventing
Organizational Culture with
Gamification"



TESTIMONIALS
“Arthur has far exceeded the expectations 

we had for this exercise. His process for developing a
vision and mission seemed unorthodox but delivered

more than projected. The exercise determined a clear
strategic direction and unified key stakeholders to

make a notable difference in the project's success. We
will be using Arthur again in future projects and

recommend him with high regard.”
Joseph Lo

Senior Project Advisor
UNDP (United Nations Development Program)

“Captivating, Motivating and Inspiring! Make us realize the
value of leadership not only within our immediate

surroundings but well beyond. Prompts us to earnestly
search for our real purpose in life and that alone can make a

difference in our organization family and society. “
Shailen Sreekeessoon

Team Leader, Strategic Planning and Research
State Bank of Mauritius Ltd

“Arthur Carmazzi's Directive Communication is one of the best
transformational courses I have attended. It has many practical 

applications and interactive exercises that scientifically illustrate how we
can improve results and performance. Using this makes a big difference to

motivate yourself and continually influence the behavior of the organization.
I would recommend this to anyone wanting to make a difference.”

Lance Tay
Deputy CEO

John Hancock Life Assurance

“This unique workshop made me aware of the perception mistakes I was
making. It helped me to realize that blaming leads nowhere and emotional

gratification is key to people, and for this as a leader, I should not take all the
benefit for myself. This seminar By Arthur Carmazzi will definitely be of great

help along my career path and as a leader, I am a richer person”
Nuvin Deerpalsingh
Marketing Director

KLM



CONTACT
US

@arthurcarmazzi

@arthur_carmazzi

@arthurcarmazzi

@CarmazziTV

Find out how Arthur F. Carmazzi can create new
knowledge, competencies, and value
for your company. You can contact him at :

Email: arthur@directivecommunication.com
support@directivecommunication.com


